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A Note on the Relationship Between 
Firm Size and Return in the Electric 
Utility Industry 

WALLACE DAVIDSON, 111* 
KENNETH FERRIS** 

WILLIAM REICHENSTEIN*** 

Prior research has argued that given the well-documented inverse 
relationship between firm size and mar~1 returns, smaLler utilities 
should b~ allowed to earn higher accounting rates of return than 
larger utilities. To test the validity of this argument, this study 
investigated the relationship between firm size and market returns 
in the electric utility industry jor the period 1962 through 1985 and 
found no evidence oj either a positive or negat;ye size effect. More
over) although market returns on utility stocks were found to be 
higher in January than in rwn-January months, this January effect 
was found to be unrelated to finn siu. In shorr, this study found 
no evidence that allowable accounting rates of return should bt 
adjusted by regulatory aUthoriries to reflect a firm's size. 

1. Introduction 

The accounting rate of return (ARR) earned by finns operating in a 
regulated environment is generally established by regulatory authorities on 
the basis of measures produced under regulatory accounting principles. In 
some cases, the al10wable ARR is based on the level of invested assets 
(e.g., ROA or ROE), whereas in others it is set as a percentage of costs 
incurred (e.g., cost plus X percent). In all cases, however, the allowable 
ARR is relatively unaffected by the size of the regulated finn in that stan
dardized indices are used. I 

·Soulllcm Illiooi5 University 
"American Graduate School of International MBnagemenl 
···Baylor University 
This paper hu benefited from the conSlNCtive commentJ of an anonymous reviewer. All elTOf'S 

remain the responSibility of the luthors. 
I. Siu arguments are frequently made in the context of rate determination hearings; nence, 

although size may be implicilly considered by regulatory authoriliea in cstabliihing the allowable rate 
base, it is normally nol an explicit consideration in Ihc: rate: detennilUltion proce5ll. 
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Bolton and Besley [6] argue, however, that given the consistent higher 
market returns earned by small firms' stocks. a utiHty's cost of capital and 
therefore its allowable ARR should reflect its size. That is, smaUer utilities 
should be al.lowed to eam a higher ARR than larger utilities. 

Although there is substantial empirical support for the existence of a 
size effect [1,2,3,8,9,11,14,16,20.21,25, among others],2 the presence of 
this stock market anomaly is not well documented in the utility industry, 
and what evidence there is suggests that there may be a large firm utility 
effect. Moreover, Schwert [24] questions the appropriateness of adjusting 
a finn's cost of capital, and by extension the aJlowable ARR, for the size 
effect. 

Thus, this paper investigates the long-run relationship between finn size 
and market return for electric utility stocks. If regulatory authorities are to 
consider the adjustment of allowable ARR by firm size, then the existence 
of a size effect in the utility industry must first be clearly demonstrated. 

2. Investigation 

For purposes of this study, we assume the capital markets to be infor
mationally efficient in a semistrong form. Thus. in spite of the presence of 
artificially controlled ARRs, risk and market return differentiaJs may emerge 
in response to perceived variability in earnings and cash flows associated 
with firm size [7,11,12,22,23]. 

Prior research involving utilities has observed a positive relation between 
a utility'S size and market return. For the period 1967-1972, Melicher [18] 
found a positive relationship between ex post beta and the log of total assets. 
Similarly, Reichenstein and Davidson [19] observed a significant positive 
relation between the market value of utilities' common stock and ex ante 
measures of stock price premiums for the period 1986-1987. Thus, contrary 
to the findings of the industrial-based size literature. available evidence 
involving utilities suggests the presence of a positive size effect. 

2.1 Sample 

The sample for the current study consists of aU electric utilities listed 
on the Center for Research in Security Prices (daily) tapes for pairs of 
consecutive years, with not more than 10 days of missing data in either 
year. The only firms eliminated by this restriction are those whose stock 
was delisted during a two-year period. The study period is 1962 through 

2. Re«nl evidence [12,13J suggests 1h.1lt the size effecl may be smaJler than previously thought. 
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ARM SIZE & RETURN IN THE ELECTRIC UTJUTY INDUSTRY 195 

1985; however. because one additional year is needed to generate market 
model parameters, results are reported for only 1963-1985. The sample 
varies by year from 90 to 103 firms. 

2.2 Analysis 

At the end of each year (t - I), the market va1ue of equity for each 
firm was computed and then used to assign the firm to one of four portfolios 
based on a ranking of relative market value. Firms assigned to MV 1 represent 
the lowest quartile of relative market value for a given year. whereas those 
assigned to MV4 represent the highest quartile of relative market value. 
Using parameter estimates obtained for year t - 1, daily abnormal returns 
were computed for year t. These returns were then summed for each company 
to yield a cumulative abnonnal return (CAR,), and grouped by firm size to 
produce a portfolio CAR. Cumulative abnonnal returns for each of the four 
equally weighted portfolios were calculated using two separate return
generating models. The first model was the market model, with parameter 
estimates for year , - 1 obtained by regressing daily returns against the 
returns on the value-weighted market index. The second model was the 
aggregate beta model proposed by Dimson [13} to minimize measurement 
problems associated with infrequently traded stocks. The results for the 
aggregate beta model are not specifically discussed here in that it yielded 
qualitatively similar results and supported similar conclusions to those of 
the market model. 3 

3. Empirical Results 

3.1 Annual Results 

Table I summarizes the average annual abnormal returns for the four 
portfolios generated by the market model. The average CARs do not differ 
significantly over the investigated period 1963 to 1985 (F 3.1 ~ = 0.0394). 
The range of values is small (Le., -0.0474 [MV3] to -0.0290 (MV,,]), 
and they neither increase nor decrease monotonically with size. In short, 
the data provide no evidence of either a negative or a positive annual size 
effect. 

Moreover, Table 2 shows the distributions of average taw returns and 
average betas across the four portfolios. Neither raw returns nor betas 

3. The Dimson model r 13] is appropriate when stocks trade infrequently, which is primarily a 
small finn phenomenon. We reach Ihe same conclusions with the market model and the Dirnson aggregate 
bela model. The results for the aggregate beta mode! are presented in Table I. but are not discussed. 
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TABLE 1 

Tests for an Annual Firm Size Effect 

AVt'rtlge AIlJlIUlI 
AbnorltlLJl Rt/urlU MV, MV2 MV, 

Marlc.e, Mood -0.0313 -0.0343 -0.0474 -0.0290 
F,." "" 0.0394 

Aggrt'gDU 8t'ta Modt'l 0.0458 0.0449 0.0383 0.0301 
Fl . ., .. 0.0700 

vary systematically with firm size, which implies that there are no risk 
differences berween small and large utilities. 

3.2 January Effect 

A January effect is closely associated with the size effect [4,26]. It 
appears in two distinct ways. First, average returns for all size categories 
are larger in January than in non-January months (referred to as the' 'seasonal 
returns effect"). And second, the difference between annual returns on 
smaller and larger firms is concentrated in January (referred to as the "Jan
uary small finn effect"). 

The seasonal returns effect is a stock market anomaly, possibly indi
cating that stocks in general represent a riskier investment in January than 
in other months. The existence of such an effect among utility stocks neither 
suggests nor justifies an adjustment to a finn's cost of capita) or al10wable 
ARR. A January small firm effect, on the other hand, wouJd suggest that 
the riskiness of stocks varies systematically with firm size, and thus if 
present, might imply that allowable ARRs should be adjusted to reflect firm 
size. 

Table 3 summarizes the tests for a seasonal returns effect. The tests are 
based on abnormal returns cumuJated monthly for each of the four portfolios 
and for the aggregate portfolio of aU utility stocks. The monthly returns 
permit tests of significant difference between the abnormal returns jn January 

TABLE 2 

A verage Beta and Raw Returns by Portfolio 

MY, MV2 MY, MY. 

A verage Beta ASl .532 .522 . .539 
Fu, := 1.171 

Average Raw Return .078 .079 .06..5 .084 
F, ... c:: 0.890 
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TABLE 3 

Summary of Tests for a Seasonal Returns Effect: Differences Between Abnormal Returns in January 
and Other Months 

0 Marier MOthI MV, MVz MY) MY. All Firms 
~ 
~ 

I Omer Orher Orhe.r Olher Owr 

,.. Month M~an Tesl.J Mean Tests Mean Tesls Mean Tuu Mean Tests 
" 3 

~ FebnJII"f -.0084 T,D,S -.0165 T,O,S -.0190 T.D.S -.0112 T.O.S -.0138 T.D,S 
~ (S.33·) (8 .51·") (6.53·) (4.92·) (25.65··) <1> 

~ 
~ March -.0162 T,D,S -.ocm T,D,S - .0139 T,D,S -.0111 T.D.S - .0127 T.D.S CT 

g 
\D ( 10.05··) (6.81·) (5.66·) (6.66·) (2.9.67··) '3 

~ 
-..I 

- .0050 T,D,S - .0174 T,D.S -.0135 T.D.S -.0111 T.D.S 
'" 

April -.0108 

~ (3.01) (4.7'·) (4.43") (4.\6*) (16.00-·) 
0 May -.0151 T.D,S -.0057 T,D.S - .()()4) - .0013 -.0066 T.D.S :> 
~ (5.65) (4.62·) ( 1.99) ( 1.67) (15.~·) .. 
r; 
:Y 

JUDe .0023 .OOJI .0009 .0005 .0009 T,D,S ~ 

'" ( 1.85) (2.17) (0.66) (1.50) (6.17·) 
~ 

'" July -.0018 - .0049 T.D.S .0053 .0002 - .0003 T,D.S 
(3.59) (4.77·) (0.31) (2.23) (9.86''') 

August -.0069 T,O,S - .0092 T,D,S -.0093 - .0057 -.0078 T.D.S 
(4.95") (5.54·) (J.03) (3.65) (17.53") 

Septembet" -.0054 -.0031 - .0048 - .IXX)I -.0033 T.D.S 
(4.68*) (3.95) (2.01 ) (2.16) ( 12.82··) 



TABLE 3 (cont.) 

0 

~ MaruI Model MY, MYl MV) MY. All Firms ~ s 
" 0-
0) 

Or~r Oril£r OWr Orhu Otlter "-
if 

Month Mealt Tuts Mean Tests Mean Ttsts Mean. Tests Mean Tesu 3 

'" .. 
October .0066 ,0048 .0037 .0018 .0051 ., 

~ 
II> -g (1.21) (1.47) (0.38) (0.50) (3.45) <> 
1:: \0 November .0037 ,0027 -.0014 .0027 .0019 T.D.S 
3 

0Cl 

~ 0.47) (1.85) (0.99) (L14) (5.56*) 
.0 

December - J)()t5 -.OC152 T,D.S -.0058 .0014 - .0013 T.O,S ~ 
0 (2.89·) (4.32*·) (2.11) (0.66) (9.56··) 
~ 

l:: Elevl:D Months .0043 T,D,S .0052 T.D,S .0059 T,D,S .0022 T,D,S .0044 T.D.S ~ 
'" (9.25"·) (11.07"") (4.65*) (5.15*) (29.18") 
.~ 
'" No~: In the mean column, the F statistic from a eenerallineaT model appears in parentheses below the mean. In the column labeled "Other Tests." =: 
'" signiocllDCt: is indicated by T, D. and/or S if the mooth·~ aboonnal retum is significantly different from January's according 10 Tukey's. Dunn'5. wdlor 

Schcff'e's rem. l'e!pOCtively. Significance for the F leSt is noted with a ... or • for significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels. respectively. 
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TABLE 4 

Summary or Tests for a January Firm Size Effect 

Mart,., Moot>! 

Average January 
Ab·normal Return 

Fl." >= 0.349 

0.0164 0.0232 0.0186 

199 

MV. 

0.0109 

and in the other individual months (rows 1 through 11), and between the 
abnormal returns in January and the other months in aggregate (row 12). 
The statistical significance of the differences was evaluated using an F 
statistic from a general linear model and with the Tukey, Dunn, and Scheffe 
tests; significant differences at the ,05 level for these tests are labeled T, 
D, or S, respectively. 

The results in Table 3 indicate that (1) the abnormal returns in January 
were significantly higher than the average of the non-January months for 
all four size portfolios and for the aggregate sample; (2) the abnormal returns 
in January were significantly higher than the returns for the other months 
in 8 of the 11 tests for the aggregate sample; and (3) for the four portfolios, 
the abnormal returns in January were significantly greater than the returns 
in individual months in 17 of the 44 comparisons. Thus, the data provide 
some evidence of a seasonal returns effect.· 

Table 4 compares the January returns for MV , through MV4 to inves
tigate for the presence of a January small firm effect for the sample of 
utilities. The F statistic comparing the mean returns was 0.349 and is sta
tistically insignificant. Even the nominal size of the returns indicates the 
absence of a relationship with finn size, 

3.3 Analysis of Result! 

One explanation for the positive association between beta and firm size 
observed by Melicher [18] and between ex ante risk premium and size 
observed by Reichenstein and Davidson [19] may involve the time periods 
investigated.:5 Both studies examinerl periods when large firms generally 

4. One possibl-= explanation for the seasonal returns effect is that more infonnation becomes 
available in January lhan in other months because of the number of companies with December 31 year
end dates. The release (or leak) of year-end information may produce 8 signlflcanl reduction in uncer
tainty, lowering of risk, and raising of stock prices acrms the range of firm siu [11. If the seasooal 
returns efT-=ct represents a predictable patte.m. presumably the natural wori:i.ngs of self-interested investo~ 
&nouid have eliminated il. 

S. Melic:her [18] used dala for the period 1967 10 1971. For this same time period. Ihe average 
CAR for MV, through MV. for the current sample of utilities was - .0569, - .0824, - .0783. and 
- .0682, respoetivdy. The F-statistic for these values ill insignificant. suggesling that M explanation 
based on time period differences can be rejected. 
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outperformed small firms. Brown, Kleidon, and Marsh [8] report that tbe 
size effect is unstable over time; thus, it is possible that the direction and 
strength of the size effect may vary as a function of the time period inves
tigated. Nonetheless. over the 23-year period investigated in this study I no 
evidence of a material size effect was observed. 

Research since Melicher also suggests thai his results may have been 
influenced by error-in-variables or estimation problems. The enor-in
variables problems include questions involving the reliability of individual 
betas (see [5], and [23] I among others), and the use of the log of total assets 
as a measure of size. Brown, Kleidon, and Marsh, for instance, indicate 
that the size effect is best measured by the log of market value of common 
equity. Moreover, the presence of heteroskedasticity in the cross-sectional 
sample-a possibility apparently not considered in earlier research-may 
produce biased t statistics. 

Further, the size difference between the companies in our sample may 
not be as large as the size difference in other studies. The equity value of 
the largest finns in 1985 (valued as of 31 December 1984) was S6.5 billion 
and in 1963 was $72.5 million. Comparable figures for the smallest finns 
are $40.2 million in 1985 and $5.7 million in 1963. 6 Even this range, 
however, should pennit detection of a significant size effect if it exists, and 
our results do not reveal even a nominal size effect (ignoring tests of 
Significance). 

Finally, recent research [10,] 1,16] suggests that the small firm effect 
is related to the losing finn effect: smaller firms on organized exchanges 
consist largely of firms that have recently lost market value, and because 
of the leverage effect or increased financial distress, they become risky 
firms. The relative stability of utility stocks, and the regulatory charge to 
avoid possible financial distress, suggest that utility companies may be 
relatively exempt from the losing finn effect. 7 

4. Summary and Implications 

Substantial empirical evidence indicates that small firm stocks consis
tently produce higher risk-adjusted returns than large firm slocks. On the 

6. Buu [3] reports the median for his lJ11aIl firm portfolio !o be $30.3 millkln over Ih~ period 
1963 10 1919. Our ImaU firm portfolio of utilities had a median of $49.8 million over this same time 
period. Hence, the utilities in oor sample are nO( as small Ii the firms in Basu's small finn portfoliO, 
but they are smaller than hill second-ranked group, which had a median of $81.6 million. We believe 
there ~ StIffic~n1ly large size differences among the utililiu in oor sample to permit a valid t~ of 
the size effcct. 

'1. We define a "'osing firm" as one whose stock. ellperien~ negative returns in a given year. 
For most utilities, the I~esl colT1pOl"ll:nt of return is dividend yield, 80 stock price decreas£s generally 
do not cause annual negative relulm. For our &ample. drawn from 1963 through 1985, 11K proportion 
of losing Mocks in MV, through MV, was 22. 17, 22, and 24 percent. respectively. We conclude that 
small utility 510cks are nOI oominarro by losing stocks. 
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basis of this evidence, some researchers have argued that a utiJity's cosl of 
capital and therefore its allowable ARR should be adjusted to reflect a firm's 
size. 

Although the extant literature provides evidence of two within-industry 
studies indicating that the relation between utility size and returns is positive, 
we arrive at a different conclusion. On the basis of historical returns on 
electric utility stocks for the period 1963 through 1985, we are unable to 
reject the null hypothesis that annual and Ianuary-only abnormal returns are 
equal among utility portfolios of varying size. Further, raw returns and betas 
were not found to vary systematically with portfolio size. 

The evidence obtained in this study indicates that abnormal rerums in 
January exceed the average abnormal returns in the other eleven months. 
However, this seasonal returns effect was found to exist across all size 
portfolios, and hence we conclude that it is unrelated to firm size. Thus, 
OUf results suggest that neither large nor small utilities merit a premium 
because of their size. 

The implications of our findings for regulatory officiaJs and for regu
latory accounting standard-setters are straightforward: we find no evidence 
among the electric utility industry during the period 1963 to 1985 to suggest 
that a utility's cost of capital or its allowable ARR should be adjusted to 
reflect finn size. 
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